Abstract Global and local feedback analysis techniques have been applied to two ensembles of mixed layer equilibrium CO 2 doubling climate change experiments, from the CFMIP (Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project) and QUMP (Quantifying Uncertainty in Model Predictions) projects. Neither of these new ensembles shows evidence of a statistically significant change in the ensemble mean or variance in global mean climate sensitivity when compared with the results from the mixed layer models quoted in the Third Assessment Report of the IPCC. Global mean feedback analysis of these two ensembles confirms the large contribution made by inter-model differences in cloud feedbacks to those in climate sensitivity in earlier studies; net cloud feedbacks are responsible for 66% of the inter-model variance in the total feedback in the CFMIP ensemble and 85% in the QUMP ensemble. The ensemble mean global feedback components are all statistically indistinguishable between the two ensembles, except for the clear-sky shortwave feedback which is stronger in the CFMIP ensemble. While ensemble variances of the shortwave cloud feedback and both clear-sky feedback terms are larger in CFMIP, there is considerable overlap in the cloud feedback ranges; QUMP spans 80% or more of the CFMIP ranges in longwave and shortwave cloud feedback. We introduce a local cloud feedback classification system which distinguishes different types of cloud feedbacks on the basis of the relative strengths of their longwave and shortwave components, and interpret these in terms of responses of different cloud types diagnosed by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project simulator. In the CFMIP ensemble, areas where low-top cloud changes constitute the largest cloud response are responsible for 59% of the contribution from cloud feedback to the variance in the total feedback. A similar figure is found for the QUMP ensemble. Areas of positive low cloud feedback (associated with reductions in low level cloud amount) contribute most to this figure in the CFMIP ensemble, while areas of negative cloud feedback (associated with increases in low level cloud amount and optical thickness) contribute most in QUMP. Classes associated with high-top cloud feedbacks are responsible for 33 and 20% of the cloud feedback contribution in CFMIP and QUMP, respectively, while classes where no particular cloud type stands out are responsible for 8 and 21%.
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Introduction
Estimates of the equilibrium near-surface warming resulting from a doubling of CO 2 relative to pre-industrial levels (often referred to as the climate sensitivity) vary among comprehensive general circulation models by several degrees. The Third Assessment Report (TAR) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; Cubasch et al. 2001) reported the range in climate sensitivity from mixed layer ocean experiments with contemporary climate models to be 2.0-5.1 K (see their Table 9 .4, p 560). Cess et al. (1990 Cess et al. ( , 1996 , Le Treut and Li (1991) , Senior and Mitchell (1993) , Le Treut and McAvaney (2000) , Colman (2003) and others have concluded that differences in cloud feedback make a large contribution to differences in climate sensitivity in GCMs. However, few of these intercomparisons have gone beyond global or zonal mean feedback analysis, and the lack of consistent methods or detailed cloud diagnostics in models has made it difficult to compare modelled cloud responses in a quantitative manner, meaning that the reasons for the differences in cloud response remain unclear. A number of recent developments however warrant a re-visit of the issue.
There have been significant advances in methods used to analyse and understand model feedbacks in relation to each other and to satellite observations. Yu et al. (1996) developed an approach for detailed and quantitative comparisons of clouds in climate models with observations from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP; Rossow and Schiffer 1999) which mimics the satellite view from space (along with certain ISCCP retrieval assumptions), yielding diagnostics that can be quantitatively compared with the observational retrievals of cloud amount, cloud top pressure and cloud optical thickness. Klein and Jakob (1999) and Webb et al. (2001) developed the 'ISCCP simulator', an implementation of this approach which can be run within models and which has been used in a number of studies (e.g. Tselioudis et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2005; Williams et al. (2005b) . Other studies (some of which use the ISCCP simulator) have developed compositing techniques to relate present day variations in clouds and/or radiative fluxes to variations in thermodynamic and dynamical variables in the models (Bony et al. 2004; Williams et al. 2003 Williams et al. , 2005a Bony and Dufresne 2005; M.C. Wyant et al., submitted) . Studies of local feedbacks in individual climate models have also emerged; Colman (2002) applied methods derived from Wetherald and Manabe (1988;  the so-called partial radiative perturbation (PRP) approach) to the Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre (BMRC) model, while a local analysis of feedbacks in the Canadian Climate Model (Boer and Yu 2003) separated the effects of clouds and clear-sky effects using a measure of cloud feedback based on cloud radiative forcing method of Cess and Potter (1988) . These developments in cloud diagnosis and feedback analysis techniques are now being applied across a range of models as part of the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP; McAvaney and Le Treut 2003 ; http://www.cfmip.net). CFMIP is a World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)/Working Group on Coupled Modelling (WGCM) endorsed project which aims to perform a systematic intercomparison of cloud feedbacks in climate models and to evaluate aspects of their performance that are relevant to uncertainty in those feedbacks. The CFMIP experimental protocol requires participants to include the ISCCP simulator.
The so-called perturbed physics ensembles have explored the dependence of climate sensitivity of a single mixed-layer climate model on perturbations in model parameters. report a 5-95% range of 1.9-5.3 K, estimated statistically by linearly combining the responses of single parameter perturbations in 53 versions of HadSM3 in the first ensemble from the Quantifying Uncertainties in Model Predictions project (QUMP). Stainforth et al. (2005) analysed a grand ensemble in which 6 of the 29 QUMP parameters were perturbed in combination. A second QUMP ensemble is now available which perturbs 29 parameters in combination in 128 ensemble members, with a comprehensive set of diagnostics including the ISCCP simulator (see Sect. 2 for details). The ranges in climate sensitivity in both QUMP ensembles come close to encompassing the equivalent range from the mixed layer models reported in the TAR, but previous studies have not established what feedback processes contribute most to this range, and whether or not these are in any way similar to those found in multi-model ensembles.
Drawing on these developments, we identify the local feedbacks which contribute most to the inter-model differences in climate sensitivity in the CFMIP and QUMP ensembles, and relate these to the responses in different cloud types (e.g. low and high top). We also quantify the extent to which the ranges of various feedbacks overlap in the two ensembles. We consider the direct GCM results only, and do not attempt a formal quantification of the uncertainty in climate sensitivity or individual climate feedbacks in the probabilistic sense used by .
Model descriptions and experimental design
Each of the CFMIP and QUMP experiments was carried out with a mixed layer 'slab' ocean model coupled to an atmospheric GCM. In each case the steady-state climate was simulated for a 'control' concentration of CO 2 and for a doubled concentration.
A brief description of the CFMIP ensemble follows. The UIUC model is described in Yang et al. (2000) and Andronova et al. (1999) . Its atmospheric resolution is N36/L24 and it has prognostic equations for cloud liquid water and ice. The BMRC model is described in Colman et al. (2001) . Its atmospheric resolution is T47/ L17 and it has prognostic equations for cloud liquid water and ice (Rotstayn 1997) . The GFDL AM2 'slab model' used in this study incorporates an atmospheric model very similar, though not identical, to the AM2 atmospheric model described in GFDL GAMDT (2004) and uses atmospheric and sea ice components very similar those in the CM2.0 coupled climate model described in Delworth et al. (2006) . Atmospheric resolution is N72/L24, and it has prognostic equations for cloud liquid water and ice. HadSM3 is a version of the Hadley Centre climate model and is described by Pope et al. (2000) and Williams et al. (2001a, b) . Atmospheric resolution is N48/L19, and the model has prognostic equations for total water (vapour plus liquid/ice) and liquid/ice water temperature. Cloud water/ice and cloud fraction are diagnosed using a symmetric probability density function for subgrid total water variations (Smith 1990 ). HadSM4 is a development version of HadSM3, described in Webb et al. (2001) . Atmospheric resolution is N48/L38, and this model has a prognostic equation for cloud ice (Wilson and Ballard 1999) , while warm clouds are as in Smith (1990) , with modifications to allow cloud to partly fill a model layer in the vertical. HadGSM1 is the mixed layer version of HadGEM1, the first of a new generation of Hadley Centre climate models Johns et al. 2006) . Atmospheric resolution is N96/L38, and while there are changes to many areas of the atmospheric physics and dynamics, the treatment of clouds is similar to HadSM4. The Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL) model is described in Hourdin et al. (2006) . The atmospheric resolution is N48/L19, and the cloud parametrisation is based on Le Treut and Li (1991) . Cloud cover is predicted through a statistical cloud scheme that uses a (skewed) generalised log-normal distribution to describe the subgrid-scale variability of total water. In convective areas the cloud scheme is coupled to the cumulus convection scheme after Bony and Emanuel (2001) . The slab model version submitted to CFMIP uses climatological sea ice. Two model versions of the T42/L20 MIROC3.2 model have been submitted to CFMIP from the CCSR/ NIES/FRCGC group in Japan (K-1 model developers 2004). The cloud parametrisation is based on Le Treut and Li (1991) . The 'lower-sensitivity' version (MIROC low) is exactly the same as the 'medium-resolution' version of this model submitted to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report archive and described in the above reference. The 'higher-sensitivity' version (MIROC high) is the same as the above except for the following two points in the treatment of clouds: (1) the temperature range for the existence of mixed phase (liquid+ice) cloud is À25 to À5°C in the higher-sensitivity version, while it is À15 to 0°C in the lower-sensitivity version; (2) when cloud ice melts, it is converted to cloud water in the higher-sensitivity version, while it is converted to rain in the lower-sensitivity version. For a fuller description of the two versions, see T. Ogura et al. (submitted) . Note that the sea ice scheme employed in the mixed layer model is a thermodynamic scheme, while the version run in the coupled version of this model is more sophisticated.
The second QUMP ensemble is made up of 128 versions of HadSM3, where a selection of 29 uncertain parameters were perturbed in combination; i.e. each ensemble member was run with multiple parameter perturbations (MPPs). The parameters used were the same as those in the first QUMP ensemble , in which only one parameter was perturbed in each ensemble member (denoted as SPP for single parameter perturbation). The parameters were selected from the major components of atmospheric and surface physics in the GCM, namely large scale cloud, convection, radiation, boundary layer, dynamics, land surface processes and sea ice, in order to sample uncertainties in all the major surface and atmospheric processes in the model. The MPPs were chosen to cover a range of climate sensitivities while maximising, as far as possible, coverage of parameter space and model skill for a given climate sensitivity. Model skill is defined in this case as the ability to reproduce time-averaged present day climate according to the climate prediction index (CPI) introduced in . The MPPs for the second ensemble were generated using the following procedure. The size of the ensemble was chosen to be 128 members, on the basis of the computing resources available. Based entirely on information contained in the SPP ensemble, an earlier version of the linear prediction method of was used to predict the climate sensitivities and CPI values associated with 3.6 million possible MPPs generated by random sampling from (assumed) uniform prior distributions for each parameter within its expert-specified limits. These possible perturbations were then split into 64 equi-probable bins in climate sensitivity, and the 20 runs with the best predicted CPI from each bin were then selected. From this 1,280 member set of MPPs, the combination with the highest predicted skill was selected first, and the second was chosen to be the combination that was the furthest away from the first in parameter space. Subsequent MPPs were selected such that they were in turn the farthest from all previously selected MPPs, with the added constraint that no more than 2 could be selected from any one bin, ensuring the selection of 128 MPPs in total. Full slab ocean experiments including calibration, control and equilibrium CO 2 doubling components were then run for each of the 128 MPPs, with the addition of an interactive sulphur cycle as in Williams et al. (2001a) . Sexton et al. (2004) provide additional detail on the design of the MPP ensemble.
In the CFMIP models, various methods were used to estimate the radiative forcing due to a doubling of CO 2 . The values reported here are estimates at the tropopause with some allowance for stratospheric adjustment, except where stated otherwise below. The estimates for the Hadley Centre and CCSR/NIES/FRCGC model versions use the method of Tett et al. (2002) . The GFDL model estimate uses the method of Hansen et al. (2002) diagnosing the net forcing at the surface. The BMRC model uses a method based on that of Colman et al. (2001) at the top of the atmosphere, while the IPSL model uses the method of Joshi et al. (2003) . The UIUC group calculate an instantaneous forcing only, diagnosed at the tropopause. This value is used unadjusted, although reducing the forcing by 15% (a typical stratospheric adjustment) does not substantially affect the results presented below. For all of the QUMP model versions, the same value of CO 2 forcing is assumed (3.74 Wm
À2
) based on the unperturbed version of the model, as in . Figure 1a and b shows the climate sensitivity due to doubling CO 2 for the CFMIP models and a subset of the QUMP model versions. Estimates for the radiative forcing due to CO 2 doubling are also shown for the CFMIP and QUMP models. Figure 1c shows the climate sensitivities from the 16 mixed layer model versions in Table 9 .1 (p 538) of the TAR. Various statistics of climate sensitivity are shown in Table 1 Boer and Yu (2003) , any change R¢ in the global mean net downward radiation at the top of the atmosphere R may be expressed as the sum of the global radiative forcing and response. The response term may be expressed as a product of the near surface air temperature response T¢ and the signed feedback parameter K (which is negative for a stable system) to give:
Analysis of global means
where f is the global mean radiative forcing due to doubling CO 2 . Once the slab models in question have been run to equilibrium, R¢ will be close to zero, and we can use the relationship:
(which illustrates the relationship between sensitivity s and feedback K) to evaluate K for each of the CFMIP models. Fixing K at the ensemble mean value ð " K ¼ À1:03 Wm À2 K À1 Þ and solving for T¢ we find that only a small part of the range in climate sensitivity (3.0-4.0 K out of 2.3-6.3 K) is caused by forcing differences. Using an average forcing value ð " f ¼ 3:55 Wm À2 Þ the range actually increases to 2.3-7.2 K. This shows not only that the differences in K can themselves explain much of the range in climate sensitivity, but that forcing differences in the models act to reduce the range slightly. Repeating this exercise on the standard deviations gives equivalent results.
Re-ordering Eq. 1, the response term can be separated into a clear-sky response and a difference between the all-sky and clear-sky responses:
whereR 0 is the change in the clear-sky net downward flux at the top of the atmosphere, andf is the forcing calculated for clear-sky conditions. The second term may be expressed as the sum of the change in the net cloud radiative forcing R 0 C ¼ R 0 ÀR 0 and the difference in the all-sky and clear-sky forcings to give:
As clear-sky forcings are not available for the CFMIP models, we use f in the place off in the analysis of both the CFMIP and QUMP ensembles, which gives:
With this approximation the total response is decomposed into clear-sky and cloud feedbacks, consistent with the approach of Cess and Potter (1988) . We then define the clear-sky and cloud feedback terms to be:
The subscripts C and A indicate 'cloud' and 'atmosphere', although the clear-sky terms do of course also include contributions from surface feedback processes. These components can in turn be separated into shortwave and longwave components, for instance:
As separate longwave and shortwave forcings f S and f L are not available from the CFMIP models, we use f in the place of f L and take f S to be zero in the analysis of both ensembles:
Similarly, the cloud feedback term can be decomposed into shortwave and longwave components
as can K itself:
An alternative approach would be to employ a decomposition based on the PRP methods of Wetherald The spread is the difference between the maximum and minimum values n Number of models in each ensemble and Manabe (1988) and Colman (2002) which give a somewhat cleaner separation of forcing and feedback components, avoiding the so-called cloud masking effect which (when the cloud forcing method is used) leads to an overestimate of the strength of clear-sky feedback terms and an underestimate of the strength of cloud terms (Zhang et al. 1994; Colman 2003; Soden et al. 2004 ). This approach however requires suitable diagnostics which are not currently available for a wide range of models. In this study therefore, the term 'cloud feedback' will (unless stated otherwise) refer to that component of the feedback measured by the change in the cloud radiative forcing. Table 2 presents statistics based on those of Boer and Yu (2003) , but applied to inter-model differences in global mean feedback components K i taken across the CFMIP ensemble, rather than across the spatial structure of the feedback components in a single model. For each component K i we show the ensemble mean " K i ; the ensemble sample standard deviation r K i ; and V i , the fractional contribution of the global mean feedback component K i to r K 2 (the ensemble variance of K), defined as
where (K ik + , k=1,n) are the deviations of the individual models from the ensemble mean. The contributions sum to unity, but may take negative as well as positive values. The table also shows correlations of K i with K. Figure 2a shows K for the CFMIP ensemble members, while Fig. 2b shows the cloud feedback components K LC , K SC and K C . The models are presented in the order of increasing K so as to highlight any relationship between K and its components. The visual impression is that the inter-model differences in the shortwave cloud feedback K SC make the largest contribution to those in K via K C , and this is confirmed by Table 2 which shows that K SC contributes 59% of r K 2 (out of a total of 66% from K C ) and that both have a statistically significant correlation with K. K SA contributes a smaller amount (35%) and is also well correlated with K (Table 2 ; Fig. 2c) . Figure 2d and e shows K and the cloud feedback components from a subset of members of the QUMP ensemble, selected to span the ranges of the various globally meaned feedback terms. The visual impression is that (as with CFMIP) inter-model differences in K are mainly due to K C , and statistics from the full 128 member ensemble in Table 3 confirm this (K C contributes 85% to r K 2 and is well correlated with K). However, unlike the CFMIP ensemble, differences in K LC contribute the larger part of this (57%). The clear-sky components ( Fig. 2f , Table 3 ) make a smaller contribution to r K 2 than is the case in CFMIP, mostly from K LA .
Comparing Table. 2 and 3 shows that the differences in the ensemble mean values for the globally meaned feedback components K SC , K LA and K LC are all less than 0.1 Wm À2 K À1 . These differences are not significant at the 10% confidence level. However the ensemble mean value of K SA is approximately 0.2 Wm À2 K À1 larger in CFMIP than QUMP. This difference is statistically significant, and is large enough to explain the difference in ensemble mean values of K in itself. The CFMIP standard deviations are larger than their QUMP equivalents (in a statistically significant sense) for all of the feedback components except K LC . The K LC standard deviation in QUMP is larger than in CFMIP, but not significantly. The statistical tests applied here are based on an assumption that the members of each ensemble are independent. This assumption will tend to exaggerate the statistical significance of any differences by an amount that is difficult to quantify, so the more marginal differences should be treated with a degree of caution.
To quantify the extent to which the QUMP ensemble spans the range of the CFMIP ensemble, we express the size of the overlap in the ranges of the two ensembles as a percentage of the spread in the CFMIP ensemble. Table 4 shows that QUMP spans 80% or more of the CFMIP range in the global mean values of K SC , K LA and K LC , but only 25% of the range in K SA . The net effect of these overlaps is that the QUMP ensemble spans more than 90% of the CFMIP range in globally meaned K. Conversely, CFMIP spans approximately 90% or more of the QUMP range in K SC and K LA , but less of the QUMP range in K SA and K LC .
Classification of local cloud feedbacks

Local feedback terms and feedback classes
In this section, a feedback classification scheme is introduced which identifies areas of the globe where qualitatively similar cloud feedback mechanisms are acting. Following Boer and Yu (2003) , a local feedback parameter can be defined simply as the local contribution to the global feedback parameter by re-writing the first part of Eq. 3 in terms of global means of spatially varying local values K l , f l , etc.
and so
where angular brackets denote a global mean. Note that the denominator contains the globally averaged near air temperature change rather than the local value. In the following text, K, f, T¢, etc. will now be taken to mean local values, and global means will be denoted by angle brackets. In the local context, the equation
still applies.
). The parts (d-f) show the same quantities from nine selected QUMP ensemble members, selected to include the maximum and minimum values of T¢, K LA , K SA , K A , K LC , K SC and K C from the full 128 member ensemble. The selected models are used in the figures only
The classification we adopt is illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 3 and is based on the idea of grouping local cloud feedbacks together on the basis of the relationship between their longwave and shortwave components. For example, consider an idealised situation where, in a CO 2 doubling experiment, the amount of low level cloud in a particular region decreases while other variables (such as the clear-sky albedo) remain unchanged. This would lead to a decrease in the magnitude of the local shortwave cloud radiative forcing which, (the shortwave cloud forcing being negative) would constitute a positive local cloud feedback with a corresponding positive value of K SC . This decrease in low level cloudiness would have little effect on the longwave CRF, and so this case would fall in feedback class A(S + L N : orange) on the schematic in Fig. 3 , where the S + L N indicates a positive shortwave cloud feedback coinciding with a (relatively) neutral longwave cloud feedback. Conversely, if low level cloudiness was to increase, we would expect this cloud feedback to fall into class E(S À L N : dark blue). If low level cloud optical thickness was to change, this cloud feedback would also be expected to fall into cloud feedback class A(S + L N : orange) or E(S À L N : dark blue), depending on the sign of the change.
Considering another case, observations show that the longwave and shortwave components of the cloud radiative forcing (positive and negative in sign, respectively) tend to cancel in parts of the tropics where deep convection produces optically thick clouds with tops near to the tropopause. A reduction of the amount of this type of cloud might lead to reductions in the magnitudes of the local longwave and shortwave cloud forcing of comparable size, and this case would then fall : red) may be interpreted primarily in terms of coincident changes in low and optically thin high-top clouds. Given that the ISCCP simulator diagnostics are available in both ensembles we are able to test these interpretations using the actual cloud responses in the models. The ensemble mean and standard deviation is shown for each component. V i is the contribution of the component to r K 2 , the variance of K. Components which contribute more than 20% to r K 2 are in bold. r K is the correlation of the feedback component with K. For nine ensemble members the significance threshold for the correlations are 0.67 for the 10% confidence level (with a two-tailed test). Correlations greater than or equal to 0.7 are highlighted in bold Table 4 Overlap between the ranges of values in global mean feedback components taken by the CFMIP and QUMP ensembles The size of the overlap between the two ensembles' ranges expressed as a percentage of the spread in the CFMIP ensemble, which is a measure of the extent to which the QUMP ensemble spans the range of the CFMIP ensemble in each feedback component. The overlap is also expressed as a percentage of the spread in the QUMP ensemble to give an indication of the extent to which the CFMIP ensemble spans the QUMP ranges Table 3 As Table 2 but for the 128 QUMP model versions We analyse changes in the frequency of occurrence (or amount) of nine ISCCP cloud types (see Fig. 2 of Rossow and Schiffer 1999) diagnosed by the ISCCP simulator in the models. The total cloud amount is broken down into three bins of cloud top pressure P c : high-top (P c <440 mb) mid-level-top (440 mb £ P c <680 mb) and low-top clouds (P c ‡680 mb). These are combined with three bins of cloud optical thickness s: optically thin (0.3 £ s<3.6), medium (3.6 £ s<23) and optically thick (s ‡23) to give the nine cloud types. We define the cloud response of cloud type i within a given class j to be [
where c¢ i is the local amount of that cloud type and where the square brackets denote a spatial mean taken within the class. Ensemble mean values of this quantity are shown in Table 5 to give an indication of the relative sizes of the responses in the different cloud types in each cloud feedback class. Figure 4a-i shows the spatial distributions of the nine cloud feedback classes for the CFMIP models, ordered in terms of increasing globally averaged K. Class A(S + L N : orange) covers areas where a positive shortwave cloud feedback coincides with a relatively neutral longwave cloud feedback, which we argue is indicative of a cloud feedback primarily due to an decrease in the amount or optical thickness of low clouds. Table 7 shows the ensemble average class areas as global means and also broken down into low, mid and high latitude regions. This shows that class A(S + L N : orange) covers about a quarter of the globe in the ensemble mean, occurring mostly in the low and mid-latitude regions. Figure 4 shows that it is commonly seen off the western coasts of subtropical continental areas and in mid-latitude storm track areas, and Table 5 shows that reductions in the amount of low-top cloud (primarily of medium optical thickness) are over twice the size of the other cloud responses in this class, which is consistent with our interpretation given above. A secondary contribution from decreases in the amount of mid-level-top clouds is also noted.
Conversely, class E(S À L N : dark blue) indicates a negative shortwave cloud feedback with a relatively neutral longwave cloud feedback, which we argue is indicative of cloud feedback primarily due to an increase in the amount or optical thickness of low clouds. It covers less than a tenth of the globe in the ensemble mean, and this is spread roughly evenly across the three less/thinner low and more/higher/thicker high thin (Table 7 ). Figure 4 shows that it is commonly seen in the trade cumulus regions (e.g. to the west of south America), but also occasionally in the tropical west Pacific. It is also seen in oceanic regions at high latitudes, adjacent to the class I(SA + ) areas marked by the black contours, and stretches from there into the mid-latitude region in some of the models. Table 5 shows that the largest component of the cloud response in this class is an increase in the amount of optically thick low-top cloud, which along with the reductions in the amount of optically thin and intermediate optical thickness low-top clouds indicates an increase in the average low-cloud optical thickness in this class, consistent with our interpretation above. A secondary contribution from increases in the amount of optically thick high-top cloud is also noted.
Class B(S + L À : yellow) covers areas where a positive shortwave cloud feedback coincides with a negative longwave cloud feedback of comparable magnitude, which we argue is indicative of a cloud feedback primarily due to decreases in the amount, optical thickness or height of reflective high-top clouds. According to Table 7 , class B(S + L À : yellow) covers about a quarter of the globe in the ensemble mean, and occurs mostly at low latitudes. Figure 4 shows that it is commonly seen in the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), on the western sides of the subtropical Pacific, Indian and Atlantic oceans, and also occasionally in the midlatitude storm track regions. Table 5 shows that the largest cloud responses in this class are due to reductions in the amounts of optically thick and intermediate optical thickness high-top clouds, which supports our interpretation above. Smaller contributions from reductions in the amounts of optically thin high-top, mid-level and low-top clouds are also seen. . We argue that this class is indicative of a cloud feedback primarily due to increases in the amount, optical thickness or height of reflective high-top clouds. This class covers less than a tenth of the globe in the ensemble mean, and occurs mostly at low and high latitudes. Figure 4 shows that it is commonly seen across the tropical Pacific, along or a few degrees north of the equator, and also occasionally over the Indian Ocean and parts of Africa. Table 5 shows that the increases in the amounts of optically thick and intermediate optical thickness high-top cloud are the largest in this class, and that combined they are three times larger than any of the other responses. Again this supports our interpretation above. A secondary contribution from increases in the amount of optically thin high-top cloud in this class is also seen.
Class C(S N L À : green) covers areas where a negative longwave cloud feedback coincides with a relatively neutral shortwave cloud feedback, which we argue is indicative of a cloud feedback primarily due to a decrease in the amount, optical thickness or height of the optically thinner high-top clouds. Table 7 shows that this class covers less than 5% of the globe in the ensemble mean, mostly in the tropics, while Fig. 4 shows that this class commonly appears in small amounts between areas of class B(S + L À : yellow) and D(S À L À : light blue). The UIUC model (which has the lowest climate sensitivity) is distinguished by having larger areas of class C(S N L À : green) than the other models, across much of the tropics. According to Table 5 , the largest cloud responses in this class are reductions in the amount of optically thin and intermediate optical thickness clouds with high tops, which supports our interpretation. A secondary contribution is made by increases in the amount and optical thickness of the lowtop clouds.
Conversely, class G(S N L + : dark red) covers areas where a positive longwave cloud feedback coincides with a relatively neutral shortwave cloud feedback, which we argue is indicative of a cloud feedback primarily due to an increase in the amount, optical thickness or height of optically thinner high-top clouds. Table 7 shows that this class covers just over 5% of the globe in the ensemble mean, split evenly between the tropics and the high latitudes, while Fig. 4 shows that this class com- Table 5 shows increases in high-top cloud amount are more than twice the size of the mid-and low-top cloud responses, and that this is mainly due to increases in the amount of intermediate/thin optical thickness high-top cloud, which is consistent with our interpretation. Reductions in the amount of low-top cloud play a secondary role.
Class H(S + L + : red) covers areas where a positive longwave cloud feedback coincides with a positive shortwave cloud feedback of comparable magnitude. It is not clear that changes in a single cloud type could be responsible for a cloud feedback of this type. However, as class H(S + L + : red) sits between classes A(S + L N : orange) and G(S N L + : dark red) in the cloud feedback phase space, we argue that this class is indicative of a combination of the cloud responses seen in these two classes-i.e. reductions in low-top cloud amount and/or optical thickness combined with increases in the amount, optical thickness or height of optically thin high-top clouds. Table 7 shows that this class covers just under 5% of the globe in the ensemble mean, half in the tropics and a quarter in each of the mid-latitude and high latitude regions, while Fig. 4 shows it to commonly appear between class A(S + L N : orange) and H(S + L + : red) areas. According to Table 5 , the largest cloud responses are due to an increase in the amount of (primarily optically thin) high-top cloud and a reduction in low-top cloud amount (primarily of intermediate optical thickness), which supports our interpretation.
Conversely, class D(S À L À : light blue) covers areas where a negative longwave cloud feedback coincides with a negative shortwave cloud feedback of comparable magnitude. As with class H(S + L + : red) above, we argue that this is indicative a cloud feedback due to a combination of the cloud feedback behaviour from the adjacent classes [primarily reductions in amount or optical thickness of the optically thinner high-top clouds as in class C(S N L À : green) and increases in low-top cloud amount and/or optical thickness as in class E(S À L N : dark blue)]. Table 7 shows that this class covers less than 5% of the globe in the ensemble mean, two-thirds in the tropics and one-third in the mid-latitude region, and Fig. 4 shows that it appears mainly between areas of class C(S N L À : green) and E(S À L N : dark blue). Table 5 shows the largest cloud responses in this class indicate an increase in the amount and optical thickness of low-top clouds, and a reduction in the optically thin and intermediate optical thickness high-top cloud amounts, which is consistent with the interpretation above. There is also a smaller increase in the optically thick high-top cloud, as in class E(S À L N : dark blue). Finally we turn to class I(SA + ), which we have defined to contain all cloud feedbacks which coincide with a positive clear-sky shortwave feedback where
. This threshold was chosen experimentally to select areas (mostly at high latitudes) where changes in sea-ice and snow mean that they reflect less sunlight in the warmer climate. This class covers about 15% of the globe in the ensemble mean, the vast majority of which is in the high latitude region, and Fig. 4 shows that in these areas the CFMIP models show mostly class E(S À L N : dark blue) and F(S À L + : purple)-like behaviour, indicating negative values of K SC . However, this alone is not evidence that the clouds in these areas are necessarily showing increases in their amount or cloud optical thickness. This is because, even with no change in cloud properties, a reduction in clearsky albedo can give a negative value of K SC . This effect can be illustrated using a simple idealised model, where we consider the effects of surface reflection and scattering of shortwave radiation by clouds only. For instance, if:
and
where S is the incoming solar radiation, a s is the surface albedo and a c represents the cloud albedo, then the shortwave cloud forcing
In the case where a s decreases while a c remains unchanged, the magnitude of the shortwave cloud radiative forcing will increase (which will give a positive value of K SA and a negative value of K SC ). This is an example of the cloud masking effect discussed by Colman (2003) and Soden et al. (2004) . It is because of this difficulty in interpreting the meaning of K SC in areas of clear-sky shortwave feedback that we place areas where K SA >1 Wm À2 K À1 into a separate class. We can however interpret the cloud feedbacks in this class using our understanding of the cloud feedbacks in other classes. Table 5 shows that the largest ensemble mean cloud responses in this class are for the low-top clouds, with increases in the amounts of optically thick and intermediate optical thickness low-top cloud and reductions in the amount of optically thin low-top clouds. These changes indicate that the primary cause of the cloud feedback in this class is an increase in the amount and optical thickness of low-top clouds which is consistent with the cloud response in class E(S À L N : dark blue) where a truly negative shortwave cloud feedback is operating. Increases in the amount of high-top optically thick cloud play a secondary role, which is also consistent with class E(S À L N : dark blue). From this we conclude that the ensemble mean cloud responses in class I(SA + ) are fully consistent with the presence of a truly negative shortwave cloud feedback.
Turning now to the QUMP ensemble, Fig. 5 shows the spatial distributions of the nine cloud feedback classes for the nine selected model QUMP versions, while Table. 8 and 6 show the ensemble mean class areas and cloud responses for full 128 member QUMP ensemble. Comparing Table. 8 and 7 we see that class F(S À L + : purple) covers slightly larger areas of the globe in QUMP than in CFMIP, the differences coming mainly from the tropics, and this difference is particularly evident in the higher sensitivity models in Fig. 5 .
Statistical tests show that these differences are significant at the 10% confidence level. The areas of the other classes are statistically indistinguishable in the two ensembles, both globally and in the various latitude bands. A comparison of Table. 6 and 5 shows that while some differences are seen in the cloud responses in various classes, our interpretations of the feedback classes in terms of their primary cloud responses are also supported by the QUMP ensemble in each case. Some differences between the two ensembles are seen in the secondary cloud responses.
Cloud feedback class contributions
In this section we decompose the global cloud feedback components from the CFMIP and QUMP ensembles into contributions from each of the feedback classes so as to establish which feedback classes make the largest contribution to the variance in K in each ensemble. We also consider the extent to which the range of values taken in each feedback class overlap in the two ensembles. Table 9 shows the ensemble mean contributions hK i i j of each feedback class j to each of the ensemble global mean cloud feedback components hK i i in the CFMIP ensemble, as well as the ensemble mean values within each class ð½K i j Þ: Also shown are the associated standard deviations, contributions to r K 2 and correlations with AEKae. If we sum the variance contributions to r K 2 from K C in the cloud feedback classes in which low clouds constitute the primary cloud responses [classes A(S + L N : orange), E(S À L N : dark blue) and I(SA + )] we find that these contribute 39% to r K 2 , which is 59% of the 66% contributed by the global values of K C . In each of these classes the contribution to the variance from K SC is several times the size of the contribution from K LC , which is consistent with the inter-model differences in the cloud feedbacks in these classes being largely due to those in low-top clouds. The cloud feedback classes which have high cloud changes as their primary causes
is responsible for the largest contribution to r K 2 , and more than half of the contribution from the cloud feedback in total, mostly because of its contribution from K SC . Values of K C and K SC in this class are well correlated with AEK ae, with correlation coefficients of 0.8 or more. The relationship between class A(S + L N : orange) and the total feedback is also apparent in Fig. 6 which shows the contributions from each of the feedback classes to global mean values of each of the cloud feedback components for the individual CFMIP models, presented in the order of increasing AEK ae. The larger areas covered by class A(S + L N : orange) in the higher sensitivity CFMIP models constitute a striking feature of Fig. 4 , and the area covered by this class is strongly anti-correlated with AEK ae (r K = -0.85). To quantify the contribution of intermodel differences in class area to r K 2 , we recalculate the values of V i in Table 9 , but substitute ½K i j a j for AEK i ae j so as to suppress the contribution of inter-model differences feedback strengths [K i ] within each class to r K 2 . We find that differences in class A(S + L N : orange) area contribute 38% out of the 41% of r K 2 that is due to differences in K SC . Figure 7 shows the global mean cloud responses in the low-, mid-and high-top cloud amount, and the contributions to these values from each of the feedback classes, ordered according to the model's values of AEK ae. The higher sensitivity models tend to show larger reductions in the global mean low-top cloud amount, and much of this is due to the contribution from class A(S + L N : orange). The low-top/intermediate cloud response in this class is strongly anti-correlated with AEK ae (r K =À0.91), as is the total low-top cloud response (r K =À0.84). There is also a quite strong (r K =À0.79) anti-correlation with the (smaller) intermediate optical thickness mid-level cloud reductions, which is consistent with these making a secondary contribution within this class.
The next largest contribution to the variance in r K 2 from the low cloud feedback classes comes from class E(S À L N : dark blue), in which K C contributes 12% to r K 2 , again mostly from differences in K SC . Figure 6 shows a tendency for stronger negative values of K SC and K C for the lower sensitivity models in this class, and the table shows that these values correlate with AEK ae with coefficients of 0.7 or more. We find that approximately three quarters of this contribution is due to differences in the class area in this case. Class I(SA + ) makes a negative contribution to r K 2 of 8%, again mostly from K SC . This negative contribution is due to more strongly negative values of K SC in the higher sensitivity versions (Fig. 6) , and Fig. 7 indicates that this is at least partly due to larger increases in low cloud amount. Table 10 is the equivalent of Table 9 , but for the full 128 member QUMP ensemble. If we sum the variance contributions to r K 2 from K C in the cloud feedback classes which have low cloud feedbacks as their primary
: dark blue) and I(SA + )] we find that these contribute 50% to r K 2 , which is 59% of the 85% contributed by the global values of hK i i j is the ensemble mean of the contribution AEK i ae j from the class j to the global feedback component AEK i ae. ½K i j is the ensemble mean of the feedback strength [K i ] j within class j. r Ki is the ensemble standard deviation of AEK i ae j . V i is the contribution of inter-model differences in AEK i ae j to r K 2 . r K is the correlation of AEK i ae j with AEKae. Values of V i over 20% are in bold. Values of r K greater than or equal to 0.7 are also in bold Table 8 As Table 7 but for the QUMP ensemble 19% to r K 2 (22% of the cloud feedback contribution). The fact that the low cloud feedback classes contribute more than the high cloud classes in the QUMP ensemble is initially surprising, given that our global analysis showed the larger contribution to r K 2 to come from K LC . However, a closer examination of Table 10 shows that classes B(S + L À : yellow) and F(S À L + : purple) (associated with changes in high-top optically thick clouds) make significant contributions to r K 2 via K LC which are almost completely cancelled in the net by equal and opposite contributions from K SC . The sum of the contributions from the other classes are larger in K SC than K LC .
The class with the largest contribution to r K 2 in the QUMP ensemble is class E(S À L N : dark blue), in which K SC contributes 33% to r K 2 (39% the cloud feedback contribution). We calculate that approximately 60% of this contribution is due to differences in class area, with 40% due to differences in feedback strength within the class. Figure 8 shows the equivalent of Fig. 6 but for the nine selected QUMP model versions, and shows stronger negative shortwave cloud feedbacks in this class for the lower sensitivity model versions, which is supported by strong correlations of K SC and K C with AEK ae in Table 10 . Figure 9 shows that the increases in low-top clouds (and the smaller increases in high-top clouds) tend to be larger in the lower-sensitivity models, and we find that both the optically thick low-top cloud increases and optically thick high-top cloud increases are anticorrelated with AEK ae with correlation coefficients of À0.76 and À0.88, respectively. This is consistent with inter-model differences in low cloud response being the primary cause of the differences in the cloud feedbacks in this class, with high-top cloud responses playing a secondary role.
Class I(SA + ) is responsible for 21% of the cloud feedback contribution to r K 2 in the QUMP ensemble (again mostly from K SC ) and Fig. 8 shows evidence of stronger negative values of K SC at lower sensitivities, coinciding with larger increases in low cloud amount (Fig. 9) . In this case however we find that the contribution is almost completely due to differences in the strengths of the feedbacks within the class, and class area contributes little. Class A(S + L N : orange) contributes very little to r K 2 in the QUMP ensemble, unlike the CFMIP ensemble. largely cancel in K C . The CFMIP standard deviations in Table 9 are significantly larger than those for QUMP in Table 10 in Table 11 shows that QUMP spans 75% or more of the CFMIP range within all classes but one, the exception being class C(S N L À : green). The CFMIP models typically span a smaller fraction of the QUMP ranges.
Summary and discussion
Global and local feedback analysis techniques have been applied to two ensembles of mixed layer equilibrium CO 2 doubling climate change experiments, from the CFMIP and QUMP projects. Neither of these new ensembles shows evidence of a statistically significant change in the ensemble mean or variance in global mean climate sensitivity when compared with the results from the mixed layer models quoted in the Third Assessment Report of the IPCC. A global mean feedback analysis shows that the largest contribution to inter-model differences in climate sensitivity in both ensembles is due to cloud feedbacks, which confirms the findings of studies with earlier models (e.g. Cess et al. 1996; Colman 2003) . In the CFMIP ensemble, two-thirds of the inter-model variance in the total feedback K (and hence in the climate sensitivity) is due to differences in the strengths of the net cloud feedbacks. The clear-sky shortwave feedbacks contribute most of the remaining one-third. Cloud feedbacks contribute 85% to the variance in the total feedback in the QUMP ensemble. The ensemble mean global feedback components are statistically indistinguishable between the two ensembles (at the 10% confidence level), the exception being the clear-sky shortwave feedback K SA which is stronger in the CFMIP ensemble. The ensemble variances of K SA , K LA (the clear-sky longwave feedback) and K SC (the shortwave cloud feedback) are significantly larger in CFMIP than QUMP. However, there is considerable overlap in the ranges of Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97   Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97   Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01 the feedback values taken in the two ensembles. The QUMP ensemble spans 80% or more of CFMIP range in K SC , K LA and K LC , (but only a quarter of the range in K SA ), while CFMIP spans close to 90% or more of the QUMP range in K SC and K LA , but 41% and 67% of the QUMP ranges in K LC and K SA , respectively. We have introduced a local cloud feedback classification system which distinguishes different types of cloud feedbacks on the basis of the relative strengths of their longwave and shortwave components. Interpretations for each class are provided in terms of various cloud feedback mechanisms (e.g. decreases in low-top cloud amount/optical thickness, increases in high-top cloud amount). These interpretations are tested by examining the actual cloud responses in each cloud feedback class, using diagnostics from the ISCCP simulator. We find that the largest cloud responses in each class are consistent with the physical interpretations provided in each case, both in the CFMIP and QUMP ensembles. Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97   Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97   Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01  Q97  Q58  Q21  Q86  Q16  Q50  Q63  Q102  Q01 The overlap is expressed as a percentage of the spread in the CFMIP ensemble, which is a measure of the extent to which the QUMP ensemble spans the range of the CFMIP ensemble in that feedback class. The overlap is also expressed as a percentage of the spread in the QUMP ensemble to give an indication of the extent to which the CFMIP ensemble spans the QUMP ranges
In the CFMIP models, decomposition of the global feedback parameters into contributions from the different cloud feedback classes shows that classes A(S + L N : orange), E(S À L N : dark blue) and I(SA + ) (those in which low cloud changes constitute the primary cloud response) are responsible for 59% of the contribution of inter-model differences in the net cloud feedback to the variance in the total feedback. Areas where the shortwave cloud feedback is positive and the longwave cloud feedback is (relatively) small [class A(S + L N : orange)] are responsible for most of this contribution (53%). These areas coincide with regions of the globe commonly associated with the presence of low-top clouds, e.g. along the eastern sides of the tropical ocean basins and in the mid-latitude storm track regions, and the largest cloud responses within them are found to be primarily due to reductions in low-top cloud amount (although reductions in mid-level cloud make a secondary contribution). The inter-model differences in the contribution from this feedback class are almost entirely due to low cloud feedback operating over increasingly large areas in the higher sensitivity models, rather than differences in local feedback strengths within the class. Areas where the shortwave cloud feedback is negative and the longwave equivalent is relatively small [class E (S À L N : dark blue)] contribute 18%, and are associated with increases in the optical thickness of low-top clouds. In the tropics this class is commonly seen in the trade cumulus regions, (e.g. to the west of South America), and the opposite sign of the cloud feedback here (compared to that in class A(S + L N : orange) closer to the coasts) may reflect differing cloud feedback processes taking place in convectively and turbulently mixed boundary layers. Class I(SA + ) represents areas of non-negligible clear-sky albedo feedback, in which the 'cloud radiative forcing' measure of local shortwave cloud feedback requires careful interpretation. Increases in low cloud amount and optical thickness are seen in these areas which are consistent with those in classes which show a negative low cloud feedback in other areas. In the CFMIP ensemble this class acts to reduce the contribution of inter-model differences in cloud feedback to the variance in the total feedback by 12%. : dark blue) and I(SA + )] are responsible for 59% of the contribution from the net cloud feedback to the variance in the total feedback (in close agreement with the CFMIP ensemble). However, it is class E(S À L N : dark blue) that is responsible for the largest part of this (39%), while class A(S + L N : orange) (which was largest in CFMIP) makes a small contribution (À1%). Class I(SA + ) contributes 21% compared with a negative contribution in CFMIP. As in the CFMIP ensemble, these classes are responsible for a larger proportion than the high-top cloud feedback classes which contribute 20% in total, or that from the remaining classes (21%). Bony and Dufresne (2005) examine 1% compound CO 2 coupled climate change experiments from the IPCC AR4 models in the tropics. They find that the radiative response of clouds to changes in surface temperatures under climate change in the models differs most in regimes of large scale subsidence, and suggest that changes in marine boundary layer clouds are responsible. Our results confirm this by providing direct evidence of considerable low-top cloud responses in areas which contribute most to inter-model differences in global cloud feedback and climate sensitivity, in both the CFMIP and QUMP ensembles.
We also find evidence of increases in low-top cloud amount and optical depth in high latitude areas where it is difficult to separate the effects of cloud and clear-sky albedo feedbacks. The application of PRP techniques to diagnose local feedbacks would enable a a cleaner separation of these feedbacks, but it is unlikely that these will be applied consistently across all models in the foreseeable future. The evaluation and application of approximate PRP methods (e.g. Taylor et al. 2000; Yokohata et al. 2005; Soden and Held 2005) to local feedback analysis in the CFMIP and QUMP ensembles will be a subject of future study.
The ensemble mean values of the net cloud feedbacks in seven of the cloud feedback classes are statistically indistinguishable between the two ensembles, while classes E(S À L N : dark blue) and I(SA + ) show significant differences (at the 10% confidence level). Standard deviations are significantly larger in CFMIP compared to QUMP in six out of nine classes, the exceptions being classes D(S À L À : light blue) and F(S À L + : purple) where QUMP is larger, and class E(S À L N : dark blue) where there is no significant difference. However, QUMP spans 75% or more of the CFMIP range within all classes except class C(S N L À : green), while the CFMIP models typically span a smaller fraction of the QUMP ranges in each class. Given the differences in the statistics of the local cloud feedbacks in the two ensembles, it is to be expected that there will also be differences in the ranges of regional surface temperature responses seen in QUMP compared to those from multi-model ensembles. This does not necessarily mean, however, that the CFMIP local feedbacks and temperature responses are any more or less realistic than those in the QUMP ensemble. Further work is required not only to establish the reasons for these differences, but also to find ways to integrate the complementary information on uncertainty provided by multi-model-and parameter-perturbed ensembles. In future probabilistic predictions from the QUMP project we plan to use information from the CFMIP models to include an estimate of the uncertainty in a prediction which is not represented because of structural constraints that may arise from the use of a single model. See Craig et al. (2001) for an example of this approach applied in a different field.
The extent to which we can quantify our confidence in the climate predictions from models is a subject of ongoing study. Confidence measures such as those applied in could in principle be applied to multi-model ensembles as well as perturbed physics ensembles, but it would be beneficial also to include measures that have been shown to be directly relevant to the simulation of climate feedbacks (e.g. as in Williams et al. 2005a, b; Bony and Dufresne 2005) . It is interesting to note that the six model versions in the midupper climate sensitivity range of the CFMIP ensemble all have statistical cloud schemes based on either Smith (1990) or Le Treut and Li (1991) (schemes which themselves have a common heritage). The next phase of the CFMIP project will involve examination of 5 years of daily cloud diagnostics from high and low sensitivity CFMIP models in an attempt to understand the differing feedback processes in terms of the physical assumptions on the models. The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) and Gewex Cloud System Study (GCSS; Randall et al. 2003) programmes apply a wealth of techniques to evaluate cloud parametrisations using regional models, single column models, cloud/eddy resolving models, in situ measurements, operational analyses and satellite data (e.g. Xie et al. 2005) . Daily cloud diagnostics which capture the key cloud feedbacks in climate models will allow us to apply such techniques more directly to evaluating cloud climate feedback processes.
